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DPA 2018 – GDPR Data Policy
What personal data we collect
The Somborne & District Society collects
personal data from its members comprising
name, address, email address and telephone
number. Occasionally other personal data may
be collected from sources such as attendance
lists at events, documentation of personal
achievement and publication awards, and
records of sales including publications.

What we will do with the data
The Society will use this data to send members
its quarterly Newsletter, and managing events
and meetings. We may also use it to send you
mailings relating to news.

We may also use your information for data
analysis so that we can monitor membership
numbers and location. We do not share your
data with other organisations.

How we will store the data
The Society will store your data on a database
held by our membership secretary and used in
accordance with the Society’s data protection
policy.

Historical Data
The Society may also hold historical data for its
historical research purposes.
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Chairman’s Annual Letter
Well I hope that there will never be another year like this one. We started
off the year well enough with an entertaining talk on art theft and a very
enjoyable picnic. There followed an interesting programme of historical
lectures which ranged from the Neolithic through mediaeval and Georgian
times up to the Blitz in Southampton. The customary Christmas and New
Year meals were once again enjoyed. We were entertained by an unusual
live interpretation of the Canterbury Tales and we got as far as the
President’s lecture on Fabergé when Covid 19 struck. Since then nothing.
However, your committee have not been idle and have been planning to
get started on the future programme as soon as possible. We are
investigating the possibility of arranging on-line lectures until we can hold
live ones again which we hope will be in January if not sooner. Nola
Mackintosh, Janet Ingleson and Eileen Reynolds have already lined up
the lectures for the next programme all of which will be subject to the Covid
virus precautions. We are also planning to hold our annual picnic in
September. I would now like to thank the committee for their efforts and
their determination to be ready once normal life returns. We have
continued to meet regularly albeit by Zooming and we were able to hold
our last meeting in my garden which was a definite improvement.
I would also like to thank John Ingleson for helping out at all the meetings
but especially for moving our archives down from the hall loft so now we
can look at them without climbing up a ladder. Thank you also to John and
Doreen for allowing us to hold our picnic in their splendid garden and also
to John Green for organising the Christmas and New Year meals. John
also organised the trip to Liverpool which sadly had to be cancelled. I
would also like to thank all of you members for continuing to support us
and here’s hoping that we will be back to normal soon.
David St.John
July 2020
A “Pimm’s on the Green” was held on 8th September as a socially distanced Picnic (Editor)
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Editorial
Last time, back in March, as I did a small footpath special, little did we know that we’d
all have more time to explore the local footpaths. I see we now have a long-distance
cycle route, the King Alfred Way, through the village.
The Covid guidance appears to change from Stay at Home, to Stay Alert, then 30
people, and now back to the “Rule of 6”. I guess the recent local cases will
concentrate minds. Since March “Zoom” and the more business orientated MS
“Teams” have become familiar tools to many of us WFH (Working From Home), or
with some colleagues at home. It has become the new way of working.
In this edition, Gordon describes a recent find of a 18th Century Map of Kings
Somborne, and your editor took a trip to Ludgershall.
David Pennington
davidpennington1250@gmail.com
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An afternoon trip out: Ludgershall
When the lockdown was first lifted, the advice became one could travel to places for
a socially distanced walk.
We’d taken up English Heritage Membership earlier in the year, and decided to travel
to some of their more open sites. (The ones not requiring tickets.) These were now
open to visitors. (More recently other sites are available for pre booked tickets.)
We both travel through Ludgershall on our way to Swindon and the North, thinking we
must stop and investigate the castle, so this time, we did.
It might be easier to park in the
car park near the railway
bridge and walk through the
market square up to the
castle. The square has the
remains of a 14th Century
cross.
As with many former “Ministry
of Works” sites the castle is a
ruin, but the ditches and
mounds give some impression
of the place. The centre of the
site is now a working farm,
which isn’t open to the public.
The Castle was built by a
Bishop of Salisbury and
outside the gate was a market
town. An old cross is still
present in the market square.
The chequer board pattern of
streets towards the church can also be seen. It almost has the feel of a Marcher town,
like New Radnor, with a castle and town, but without the hills.
The Castle was improved by King John, so another staging point and hunting lodge
like Odium, or our own Ashley. The Castle was then enlarged by his son Henry III.
He added the royal apartments and a great hall, the remains of the foundations of
which can be seen disappearing under the fence. The main remain is the tower, which
is more church tower than keep, and the earth works. Most of the facing stones were
“robbed” and used in the town after the castle was abandoned in Tudor times. This
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leaves just the flint cores of the tower walls. The earth works of the bailey form a nice
woodland walk.
In those days “hunting” was more of a (royal) spectator sport, and hunting “parks” were
arranged such as they could be viewed from the castle, Ludgershall is unusual in
having two such parks visible from the walls. The north park is small, so could have
been used for hare coursing.

Reference and more pictures.
https://www.english-heritage.org.uk/visit/places/ludgershall-castle-and-cross/historyof-the-castle/
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Discovery of an Early Map of King’s Somborne
Older society members will recall Somborne Society member Alan Johnson who
lived at Austin’s Cross Cottage with his wife Chrissie. They came to the village in
1977 having recently completed a tour of duty in New Guinea. Alan was a
conservator with the Hampshire County Museums Service and was responsible for
the conservation and repair of Holland 1, Britain’s first submarine. They lived in the
village for about twenty years before moving to Winchester.
Following Alan’s death in 2019, his daughter Tamila (Tilly) has recently found an old
rolled map of King’s Somborne amongst his effects. She contacted Ian Beacham
who showed interest so she donated it to him. Knowing my interest in the history of
the village, he lent it to me to find out what I could about it.
The map measures 70 x 85cm and is beautifully hand drawn and water-coloured on
a strong, stiff, finely
woven cotton fabric
and is mounted on two
wooden poles. It is a
fine piece of art and
clearly the work of a
talented,
artistic
cartographer who drew
it at a scale of 8 chains
(i.e. 528 feet or 160
metres) to one inch.
The edges are slightly
frayed where insects
appear to have nibbled
and it will probably need to be fumigated before being made available to a viewing
public.
The map shows part of the parish of King’s Somborne but not Up Somborne. The
village centre is drawn in considerable detail and clarity together with surrounding
land eastwards to the boundary with Ashley, south-eastwards towards
Eldon/Braishfield and southwards as far as Tollgate Cottage. Nothing is shown on
the western side of the A3057 apart from Cow Drove Hill leading to the water
meadows which are referred to as “The Marsh”. The map appears to define the
extent of the ownership of a manor as there are references to “copyholders”, but
which manor is uncertain. It could be the (Barker-) Mill estate or the manor of
Somborne Regis which was owned by Magdalen College, Oxford, until 100 years
ago. However, there were at least six manors encroaching on the parish boundary
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(Brook, Eldon, King’s Somborne, Somborne Regis, Up Somborne and Marshcourt)
and it could be any of them. Each plot is numbered and a schedule names the
leaseholders of each one, together with its name, area and land use. David
Pennington has kindly transcribed this information before the original deteriorates.

The names of the leasehold owners help to date the map. I have traced the baptism
and burial dates of eight of them and marked them on a timeline chart. The lessees
are James Edward (3 generations), John Kneller, R Smith, Edward Russell, Richard
Browning and Thomas Gatehouse. The years where their lives overlap show that
they were living at that time but there may be some confusion where father, son,
grandson, etc. were given the same name, a common problem to anyone studying
local history. However, based on the information I have obtained, the map appears
to date from about 1725. It is in good condition for a 300 year old document. If
correct, this is the oldest known map of King’s Somborne in existence. The wellknown Godson survey at the Hampshire Records’ Office (HRO) was prepared in
1734 and a 1692 discovery made about thirty years ago in the Tyler, Attlee and
Mortimer collection was lost whilst being conserved.
It is not easy to take photographs of a large, old, rolled map but I have managed to
take several, the best of which is a close-up of the centre of the village.
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The manor house behind the school is shown hatched but is not coloured. It was
an ‘L’ shaped building, each wing measuring about 40 x 10 metres with a porch on
the south side. The turnpike road (now the A3057) is marked clearly which dates
the map after the Turnpike Act of 1633. The entrance porch to the parish church is
shown on the south side. Cow Drove Hill is shown. This was used by drovers to
Stockbridge unwilling to pay tolls on the turnpike road. Eldon Road is marked “Road
to Romsey” and Braishfield Road is marked “Road to Southampton”. Tanner’s Pond
is shown, together with the bottom end of New Lane which appears to be older than
its name implies. Perhaps surprisingly, a dew pond is shown in the centre of the
cross roads at the end of the straight road to Ashley. Many cottages are shown
which still exist including five in Romsey Road which are also shown on the 1734
map.
I have reported the discovery of the map to the HRO and am awaiting a reply before
taking it for evaluation by an archivist. Ian intends to offer it to the HRO for safekeeping and conservation and plans to display a framed copy on the wall inside the
village hall, subject to approval.
My thanks go to Tilly and Ian for declaring this surprising and absolutely fascinating
map. It is of considerable historic interest and highly relevant to the work of the
society.
Gordon Pearson

Editor’s Note:
The map is undated, but is perhaps later than the 1734 Godson (Paulet St John) estate
map and appears to predate the 1840’s tithe map of the village. The road to
Stockbridge is labelled the Turnpike, which was established by an Act of Parliament
in 1764.
It isn’t clear from the pictures if the canal is present, although the lane to the fields in
Kings Somborne Marsh appears to follow the alignment of the tithe map. The Andover
Canal was built in the early 1790s. The names on the holdings are different to tithe
map, suggesting a generation or two earlier, but the lots appear to have a similar
pattern. On the tithe map, the landowner is Sir John Barker Mills. Many of the holdings
are assigned to Sir Richard Mills on Paulet St John 1734 estate map.
I think we can say this is the Mills (of Mottisfont) holdings in Kings Somborne in the
mid to late 18th Century, although Gordon thinks it is earlier.
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“References”

James Edwards Leaseholder

[Parsonage Farm] {and Riverside}

No.

Arable

Mead

Pasture

Total

1

House Garden Yard & Buildings

2

Allo.t in South Field

73 2 9

73 2 9

3

Do. tween Southton & Coomb Roads

14 2 14

14 2 14

4

Do. in East Field

90 2 26

90 2 26

5

Great Ho

22 0 36

22 0 36

6

Little D o

21 2 10

21 2 10

7

Great Dunspirts

225

225

8

Little D o

127

127

9

Kingsomborne Marsh

10

Mead by Froghole

11

Poors Close

12

Do Garden

8a

North Copyhold in East Field

1 0 19

7 1 20
0 2 22

7 1 20
0 2 22

2 0 73

2 0.25

125

1.2.5
013

1 1 21

1 1 21
261 2 25
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Jn Kneller Copyholder [Magdalen Cottage]
No.

Arable

18a

Site of House & Garden

11

Allo.t in Kingsomborne Marsh

Mead

Pasture

Total
0 0 15

0 2 20

0 2 20
0 2 35

Jo Russell’s Copyhold [Top of Muss Lane]
No.

Arable

13

House Garden & Plot

13

Allo.t in Field

14

D.o in Kingsomborne Marsh

Mead

Pasture

Total
124

12 0 10

12 0 10
1 0 32

1 0 32
14 3 6

R. Smith’s Leasholder [John & Lucy Cottage, and next door.]
No.

Arable

16

House Garden

16

Allo.t in Field

16

D.o in Sombourne Marsh

15

Late Philpots House & Garden

Mead

Pasture

Total
100

38 1 9

38 1 9
503

503
0 0 15
44 1 37

Pidler’s Copyhold [Middle of Muss Lane]
No.

Arable

14

Buildings Garden & Plot

14

Allo.t in Field

15

D.o in Kingsomborne Marsh

Mead

Pasture

Total
0 3 16

33.2.1

33 2 1
1 0 32

1 0 32
35 2 9
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Jn Judd Leasehold (The Manor House) [Opposite Church]
No.
19

Arable

Mead

Pasture

House & Garden

Total
Xxxx

Allo.t in Field

8 3 10

8.3.10
9 7 xx

Edwards Russell’s Lifehold (called Huodos) (?) [Church Lane]
No.

Arable

20

House Garden & Plot

20

Allo.t in Field

12

D.o in Kingsomborne Marsh

Mead

Pasture

Total
1 xx 3

9 2 14

9 2 14
0 2 20

0 2 20
11 0 27

Widow Edney Lifehold [Crown Cottage, and next door]
No.

Arable

21

House Garden & Orchard

22

Allo.t in Field

10

D.o in K. Somborne Marsh

Mead

Pasture

Total
106

36 1 1

36 1 1
2 1 30

2 1 30
39 2 37

Jn Kneller’s Leasehold [xxxx]
No.
18

Arable

Mead

Pasture

Two Houses Gardens & Paddock

Total
026

R. Browning’s Leasholder [Snowdrop Cottage]
No.

Arable

Mead

Pasture

Total

30

Buildings & Garden

0 2 34

30

Paddock

2 1 34

2 1 34

31

Allo.t in Field

17 0 1

17 0 1

13

D.o in Sombourne Marsh

1 0 32

1 0 32
44 1 37
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Vicarage [Old Vicarage and Paddock in front]
No.

Arable

Mead

Pasture

Total

50

Close fronting the house

321

321

51

D.o by the Garden

1 2 14

1 2 14

52

Buildings Garden & Plot

53

Allo.t in Field

2 0 30

2 0 30

54

D.o

D.o

138

138

55

D.o

D.o

207

207

2 0 17

12 1 37
452 0 10

The numbers refer to Acres: rood :perches. Where there are 4 rood in an acre, 40
perches in a rood.

Snowdrop Cottage in this allocation

Snowdrop in Tithe Map

David Pennington
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Members News
AGM July 2020
Due to distancing regulations resulting from the Covid virus we were unable to hold our 2020
AGM in the Village Hall as normal. The AGM business was therefore conducted by email
and post.
As Members you were given the opportunity to make a response to the items listed below.
The cut off date for a response was Friday July 31 st. No response has been deemed to be a
vote of approval.
The following listed Officers and Committee Members have agreed to serve on the
committee until the next AGM in 2021. The Secretary has received no nominations from
members for new committee members.
Officers of the Committee
Terry Mackintosh

President

David St.John

Chairman

Peter Storey

Treasurer

Janet Ingleson

Secretary

Committee Members
David Pennington

Newsletter Editor

Linda Aucock

Membership Secretary

Nola Mackintosh

Programme Secretary

Tina Pepper

Programme Secretary

Valerie Chapman

Archivist

Officers & Committee Members as listed above: Approved
Minutes of AGM held July 24th 2019: Approved
Chairman’s Report: Approved
Treasurer’s report: Approved
Appointment of Finance Report examiner: Approved

The next AGM will be held on July 28th 2021
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Membership Fees
Membership Fees are now due, and the committee have reduced the fee to £5 for
this year to reflect the curtailment of the programme this Spring.

Covid 19 Guidance and ZOOM
All Society events will follow the relevant Covid-19 guidance and are therefore subject
to change.
Your committee are looking at the ever-changing Government Guidance and Rules.
The Village Hall Committee had also done safety and risk assessment, and allocated
socially distanced capacities for the various rooms. Hence the main hall is 30 people,
co-incidentally the number advised for social meetings during August.
The limit of 30 people would mean that we need to arrange for our events and all
attendees need to use facemasks. The Village Hall have also introduced extra
cleaning requirements, and restrictions on the use of the kitchen.
Members should also do their own personal risk assessment.
As this goes to press, the Government have introduced the “Rule of 6”.

ZOOM Video Conferencing
Your committee has also investigated the use of online tools such as ZOOM, which is
a video conferencing and webinar tool. We have held a couple of committee meetings
using the tool, which required a suitable laptop. To view a “webinar”, a camera and
microphone shouldn’t be required, so your internet browser PC should be okay.
Zoom can be down loaded from https://zoom.us/ and the basic (free) licence allows
meetings for up to 45minutes, you’ll need to sign in with an e-mail address. Meetings
can be programmed in a calendar and a meeting code word is generated. This
codeword can then be emailed (as a “link”) to the various meeting attendees. At the
appointed time, use the Zoom App (application, ie programme) and code words to sign
in to the conference.
The meeting host has some extra tools too allow participants in and to mute users
(turn their microphones off) which can reduce the background clatter and echo’s.
More details to follow, by email.
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Society Publications
Celebrating Somborne Hardback
A History of King’s Somborne Paul Marchant (Ed) 1989

£6.00

The School: The Ongoing Legacy of a School Founder and
Education Innovator
by Josephine Finch

£5.00

Richard Dawes: Education pioneer and Dean of Hereford –
Family, Friends and Legacy.
By Norman Denison 2017

£6.50

The History of Ashley Village

Kate Gilbert 1992

£4.00

NEW: Winton Cottage and Goffe Family
Gordon Pearson
NEW Sir Thomas Sopwith
Robin Gunter & Norman Denison
Seven Walks Around the Countryside of King’s Somborne
Joy Hunt, Steve Rake and George Upton
Two Walks Around the Village of King’s Somborne
Keith Chapman and Gordon Pearson
The History of The Crown Inn (new Revised 3rd Edition)
Gordon Pearson
The Folks Who Lived on The Hill (The Johnson family of
Marsh Court)
Mary Pollock
Pigskin and Silk (The Story of the Stockbridge Races)
Mary Pollock
th
The 6 Bell and Other Stories – Somborne Memories
Mary Pollock (Ed)
Deep Flowed the Som – Collected Poetry

£4.00

Booklets
£3.50
£4.00
£1.50
£4.50
£2.00
£4.00
£3.50
£1.50

Electronic Media.
The Parish Records of King’s Somborne CDROMs
Baptisms, Burials & Marriages 1700 – 1971

£6.00 each
or Online

Low Stock - Loan Copy available
Illustrating Somborne
A photographic history (1992)

Somborne Remembers, World War I
Mary Pollock and Norman Denison

A History of Up Somborne and
Rookley. Gordon Pearson (2016)
A Year in the Life of Somborne
DVD filmed by Bill Sutton

King’s Somborne Farmers’ Club
The Founding of King’s Somborne
Working Men’s Club
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The Back Page

Programme of Meetings – Subject to Change!
Sept 23rd

Pre-construction dig results at Barton Stacy
by Paul McCulloch.

Tuesday October 13th President’s lecture: The Story of English Freedom.
by Andy Thomas.
Oct 28th

Letters from Winston Churchill to his wife and mother.
by John Richards.

Nov 25th

The Civil War in the Meon Valley.
by Prof. Duncan Colin-Jones.

Jan 27th

Pre-Historic Dress.
by Tricia Silver-Warner.

Feb 24th

International Shipping.
by Rory Addison.

Tuesday Mar 9th

QUIZ
Hosted by Mike Reynolds

Mar 24th

Why Romsey has an Abbey.
by Frank Green.

April 28th

First World War Poets.
by John Shelton

May 26th

Stephen and Matilda: The Fight for the Throne.
by Erica Tinsley.

June 23rd

Summer Outing – to be advised.

July 28th

AGM
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